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Playing video games now is like entering another world, one with its unique sights, sounds and realities. The game is also growing in frequency - users spend up to four hours a day playing games such as Grand Theft Auto, Guitar Hero and Wii Sports (source: Nielsen Media). But how many
players stop and think about what is connected with the creation of these games? Video Games Image Gallery Advertising Video Game Makers are the creative masters behind today's video games. Creating video games requires many different talents, such as the visual imagination of the
artist and the author's storytelling skills. Finally, video game creators must have the technical computer programming skills necessary to make them a vision of reality, at least in cyberspace. The video game combines all the elements of a great story - adventure, danger, colorful and bold
characters and plot - with improved computer graphics and interactivity. The creators of video games are doing their best to put players inside the game, trying to give them the most intense and entertaining experience. Video game manufacturers should push themselves this way, as the
video game market is extremely competitive. So how do these creative, technically skilled people do this? There are many programs to create video games. Video game creators are also turning to video game software, which is specifically designed to facilitate the huge amount of computer
code needed to bring the game to life. Making video games is not only fun, but it's also a growing field. By 2012, the publication of software as a career is expected to grow by 32 percent. (source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). So, what are the basics for making a video game? What
programs do you need? Read on to find out. Many offices approved workplace games are limited to admin participation in Minesweeper rounds or solitaire when the phone is not ringing. Administrators can sneak into Pogo during lunch, and IT guys can stay for a few hours for a Counter-
Strike game, but by and large video games were no more part of the culture of a typical company than a pinochle. However, the situation is gradually changing. A number of companies have found that using video games as a way to reward employees for achieving their goals or improving
their productivity can improve office performance and morale. During the current economic downturn, rewards for overworked employees can be particularly welcome. Another practice, whose popularity is growing, is the use of video games as educational tools. Numerous public security
organizations and military organizations use video games to simulate the field. (For example, the U.S. Army Combat Simulator, developed by the U.S. Army, has become an extremely successful tool for the military.) But you don't have to shoot the Nazis to find value for games in the
workplace: a company called Executive Command uses empire Earth II strategy to teach managers how to improve their strategic strategic and work as a team. At Regence Blue Cross/Blue Shield in Portland, Oregon, IT employees earn virtual tokens to perform certain things: resetting a
user's password costs 2 tokens. Implementation of the idea of saving earns 30 tokens. Employees can then spend these tokens to play fast, chance-based video games. Games are more like slot machines: tokens are converted into points that can be redeemed for prizes, including cash.
The gaming approach at work is the brainchild of Snowfly, which provides technological incentives for employees. According to Snowfly, this arrangement increases motivation and productivity as workers compete to earn tokens and prizes. The company claims that the system has 95
percent approval among users. Businesses using this system range from a Wyoming bank to a beverage distributor. Some employers who are faced with special situations actively encourage games at work. For example, Monterey Bay Area paramedics who work long night shifts have the
blessing of managing to play random games like Bejeweled on their PDA during downtime so they don't fall asleep. But even in a corporate office environment that has long resisted any smearing of work and games, taboos are beginning to fall. In some organizations, the game has become
part of corporate culture, and virtually everyone participates. At the Computing Industry Association, or CompTIA, President and CEO Todd Thibodeau gets into action, too. Its 158 staff regularly commandeer conference rooms are equipped with various console games to shoot a few holes
of Tiger Woods for the Wii or take in the fast game Forza 2 or Stardust on PS3. Back in their booths, members of CompTIA's competing departments regularly participate in PC-based multiplayer games while talking on walls. The company also supports a lending library of high-tech
products, including game consoles and software names that employees can take home. Thibodeau says the Wii is usually booked months in advance. Although the company does not have a formal policy regarding gaming, Thibodeau says that it is committed to working itself, and he
actively encourages the game. Employees know that their workday is what they should be, he says, and if they have to squeeze in 15 to 20 minutes of free time here or there, they know they can do it later. According to Thibodeau, his company's gaming policy (or non-politics) has no flaws.
It offers many reasons why this works: It's an amazing team building mechanism, especially when people from all over the company are going around the console in one room. In addition, stress relief does increase productivity, especially during peak times of the year. It even helps with
recruitment, he says, because other companies do not encourage their employees to play games at work. Perhaps most importantly, says Thibodeau, the policy has never been abused. Lee Burbage, community inner community (sort of like THE DIRECTOR of personnel) for the Motley Fool
website, offers a similar story. The company of 200 employees has a fully equipped gaming room, with consoles and even arcade games (Robotron is phenomenally popular). Here, Halo matches keep employees returning to the frag. Like CompTIA, Motley Fool doesn't have an accurate
policy regarding the use of facilities (the company has to take what you need a vacation policy, too), and employees can play whenever they want. All of this is part of The Motley Fool culture about trust and individual responsibility. Burbage firmly believes that the game helps the staff. The
most obvious reason: People need a break. Research shows that if you just sit at a desk all day, the performance goes down and down. He says the game also teaches how to think strategically, a few steps ahead, and of course it helps in building a team, and hey, it's fun, adds Burbage.
After I go to play Halo, I'll be back and I'm happy and in a good mood. While it can't attribute the phenomenon entirely to games, Burbage says the company's culture has helped keep staff turnover at a paltry 4 percent a year. This leaves us with only one question: Which department
produces the best gamers? Thibodeau says his sales department is great at shooters (draw your own conclusions about that one), but all sources seem to agree to one tip: No matter what kind of game you play, never go up against the IT department. Note: When you buy something after
clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. The right person to ask about the perfect pitcher games. Here's a pitcher's view of perfection: The perfect game happens when a pitcher faces 27 batters and none of them get to
base. All of them strike out, fly out or are tagged when getting to first base. Sixteen major league games have been perfectly pitched in baseball history: Advertising Lee Richmond, Worcester vs. Cleveland, 1880Monte Ward, Providence vs. Boston, 1880Cy Young, Boston vs. Philadelphia,
1904Addie Joss, Cleveland vs. Chicago, 1908Charley Robertson, Chicago vs. Detroit, 1922Don Larsen, New York vs. Brooklyn, 1956Jim Bunning, Philadelphia vs. New York, 1964Santi Kufax, Los Angeles vs. Chicago, 1965Kat Hunter, Oakland vs. Minnesota vs. Minnesota , 1968Len
Barker, Cleveland vs. Toronto, 1981Mike Witt, CA vs. Texas, 1984Tom Browning, Sinning. vs Los Angeles,1988Dennis Martinez, Montreal vs. Los Angeles, 1991Kenny Rodgers, Texas vs. California, 1994David Wells, New York vs. Minnesota, 1998David Cone, New York vs. Montreal,
1999Randy Johnson, Arizona Diamondbacks vs. Braves, 2004 This makes the game one of the rarest events in sports! The pitcher I spoke to also mentioned these other forms of perfection: the minimum perfect game would be a game in which the pitcher threw 27 pitches and each batter
was on that first step. Thus, each dough will swing on the first step and fly out or get tagged while first base. That would be the least amount of work for the pitcher. This kind of perfect game never happened. Strike out a perfect game will be a game in which no batter is ever in contact with
the ball. The pitcher will strike out 27 batters in a row. This kind of perfect game never happened, either. A no-hitter is a game where no batter hits the base, hitting, but can get there because the pitcher walks the batter or accidentally hits the batter with a pitch. Step. the inner game of work.
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